My Winnipeg includes Public Toilets

Elderly people, disabled people, people with caregivers, women and children all have their lives limited by the lack of public toilets.

The Pop-up Toilet Initiative is a Downtown Winnipeg BIZ-funded venture answering the need for accessible washrooms in Winnipeg’s downtown core.

With this partnership, Siloam Mission is helping create more opportunity for those experiencing poverty and homelessness to gain work experience as they work toward progress and transition.
My Winnipeg includes Public Toilets

"Cause all 'tis happen's.
Jonas Tetro

"I need a washroom that accommodates me and my caregiver.
Kim Durose

"Most downtown have public toilets within a 250-meter radius. Why not Winnipeg?
Jean Teresa

"Do I have to use the parking lot again?
Shawn McLean

"Our close friends have varying abilities, so finding an accessible public washroom is always on our minds.
 города женщин и старых дел

"What do I do... when there's no washroom at the ice cream place?"
Daphne Harris

"It's a health issue. It's a human rights and dignity issue. It's a women's issue.
Sara Kogos

"Like over 100,000 Canadians, I have Colitis. I need public toilets here and soon.
Kamal Atiqui

"My mom says great cities have great public toilets.
Jane McLean

"We need convenient, clean and well-maintained public toilets for a broad range of community needs.
Jennifer Johnson

"As a local enthusiast, I am often asked by visitors 'Where is the closest washroom?'
Beverly Bell

"We need to find ways to support our relatives who may be living on the street.
Jennifer Johnson

Learn more about this Pop-up Public Toilet Initiative at downtownwinnipeg.com
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“Like over 100,000 Canadians, I have Colitis. I need public toilets here and now.”

bridgman-collaborative.com
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“We our close friends have varying abilities, so finding an accessible public washroom is always on our minds.”

bridgmancollaborative
jesonsylation.com

Learn more about this Pop-Up Public Toilet Initiative at
downtownwpg.com

#popuwpg
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SITE LOCATIONS

1. Holy Trinity Anglican Church at Millennium Library
2. 400 Portage Ave across from Portage Place
3. 332 Graham Ave across from True North
4. Henry Avenue at Main Street between Siloam Mission and Salvation Army
PLAN

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE SPACE

1:20 SLOPED WALKWAY

ADA PORTABLE TOILET

STORAGE AREA

STANDARD PORTABLE TOILET
Capital: $37,000
Soft: $12,000
Moving: $8,000
Posters: $5,000
Social Enterprise: $38,000
Total: $100,000
1. Plan is set (section, elevation, & method of pop up is variable)
2. 20’ x 12’ x 8’ module
3. Contains: a.) accessible toilet 1.8m x 1.8m, b.) toilet, c.) kiosk (accessible 1.8m x 1.8m)
4. Every block has public toilet always located on north side of block (think ‘golden boy’)
5. All toilets are composting & all electricity is solar
6. Advertisers pay for digital screens; this pays for operating & capital cost of pop up & subsidies for pop ups in non-prime (for advertising) locations by advertisers
7. Kiosks to be social enterprise (first priority) economic enterprise
8. Pop up base is orange, sign above (sails) can be variable
9. Pop up forever - new development builds around pop up
10. Accessible for everyone